THE APPLICATION OF ATHLETICS TOOLS IN DUE TO DEVELOP SPEED OF SECONDARY SCHOOL CHILDREN
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Abstract. The research is dedicated to searching of new tools for higher effectiveness of the application of athletic tools to develop speed of secondary school children. The goal of research is to prove theoretically and test experimentally the program for speed development of secondary school children (11-12 years) with priority use of athletic tools.

To realize the goal such methods were applied: scientific theoretical, pedagogical observation, experiment, mathematical statistics methods. Boys are from 6 grades (11-12 years old) have participated. Pupils belong to main medical group. The results. There was elaborated and experimentally proved the program’s effectiveness. We have got statistically significant difference (p<0.05), better results from experimental group of performing control exercises: “30m run (sec)”, “30m run from place (sec)”, “run at the place during 5sec (number of movements)”. One exercise has got better result from control group - “run at the place during 5sec (number of movements)”. We have performed evaluation of students’ speed development before and after the experiment. Amount of pupils with high level of competence has grown in exercises “30m run (sec)” for 13.3%, “60m run (sec)” for 20%, “shuttle run 4×9m (sec)” for 6.7%, “long jump from place (cm) for 13.3%.
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Introduction

The development of important skills is building during studying in the secondary school, the level of physical health is forming there (the development of bone and muscle tissue, organs, vestibular apparatus, motor reactions etc.) (Dubogaj, Pangelov, Frolova, & Gorbenko, 2001; Fedonjuk et al., 2007; Rymar, & Khanikiants, 2020). The interconnection of development of speed of integral movements and speed-power qualities is the special characteristics for 11-12 years old teenagers (Krucevich, 2008). So, the important factor for achievement of those opportunities, that are genetically laid down, in the speediness presentation is the improvement of its components in the most favorable periods of children’s age development.

The analysis of theory and school work practice in Ukraine shows that it is important to be ruled by principles of natural sciences – anatomy, physiology, pedagogics, psychology etc. during the process of planning of physical education system in the borders of school course. The special attention should be directed on secondary school children, who have significant changes in motor and vegetative functions and the development of speediness has a special meaning because of its level influences the improvement of other motor qualities (Drobin, 1990; Sorokolit, Shyan, Lukjanchenko, & Turchyk, 2017; Khanikiants, Konestyapin, & Goliney, 2019). The process of increase of effectiveness for improvement mechanisms of the educational processes is important also because young people generally do not have appropriate skills and appropriate level of development of motor qualities in order to form and keep its own health after they finish studying in secondary school and continue studying in universities (Zavydivska, Zavydivska, Khanikiants, & Rymar, 2017).

The athletics exercises have slightly different influence on the children’s body. Performing of athletic exercises has positive impact not only on all motor skills but also improve joint mobility, promote education of agility, memory, attention and volitional skills and fast speed run has higher requirements to cardiovascular and breath systems (Konestyapin & Viter, 2008; Halajdzhi, Jagotin, Lagov's'ka, & Capenko, 2018).

Athletics is a huge part of “Studying program from physical culture” for general education establishments in Ukraine. Thus, the option module “Athletics”, on the basis of calculation of material-technical base of the establishment, regional sport traditions and staffing, as a rule, forms invariable (obligatory) component for pupils from 5-9 classes.

However, even though athletics is different by various natural tool and forms of classes performing, the experience of teachers from Ukrainian school confirms that traditional system, applying of athletics exercises (monotonous
exercises, long athletic walking, run and crosses), sharply decrease the effectiveness of its implementation and pupils’ interest towards classes.

The information above reveals that issue of determination of physical education classes content in school course needs further elaborations about organizational and methodic basis of using athletic tools on physical education classes in due to develop speediness and to form motivation and interest towards athletic classes among secondary school children.

The goal of the research is to justify theoretically and prove experimentally the program of development of speediness among secondary school children (11-12 years) with priority use of athletics tools.

**Methodology**

The complex of methods that are widely used among specialists in the branch of physical education was applied in the work. In due to theoretically justify author program **general scientific theoretical methods** were used in due to those, the results were analyzed from previous investigations of specialists from theory and methodic of physical education of teenagers. However, it was determined that: the variations of speediness are not enough connected between each other, the elementary forms of speediness are little amenable to be improved, but there is possibility of a significant progress in the result of special training in development of complex forms of speediness presentation, as far as the complex speed qualities are dependent from a lot of factors, that can be improved (Fedonjuk et al., 2007; Halajdzh et al., 2018); tools to develop speediness have to be relatively easy according to coordination, diverse and adequate according to exact speediness presentation, and its performing should be with a maximum and near maximum speed (Shyan, 2004; Krucevich, 2008; Sorokolit et al., 2017); the effective methods to develop speediness are: repeated methods, gaming and competitive methods (Linec', 1997; Shyan, 2004; Krucevich, 2008); main methodic mistakes during the process of speediness development are: lack of diversification of training impacts, sharp increase in volume and intensification of speed exercises, insufficient level of learning of the exercises techniques; overloading of particular branches of musculoskeletal system; the performing of speediness exercises with the background of physical, psychological or coordination fatigue (Linec', 1997; Shyan, 2004).

**Pedagogical observation and pedagogical experiment** were performed on the basis of general educational establishments (Novoyavorivsk, Ukraine) on the physical education classes with boys (11-12 years old). The program has lasted during seven weeks (April – May 2019) and has covered 21 lessons. All pupils are the part of a main medical group according to health condition, so the physical preparation is performed with these pupils according to the full content
of studying program and taking into account individual specifics of development. Pupils were divided in the beginning of the experiment into 2 groups – the control (n=32) and the experimental (n=31) groups.

The control group (CG) was doing classes according to generally approved methodic of optional module “Athletic” (Fizichna kul'tura v shkolі: navchal'na programa, 2018). The experimental group (EG) was doing classes according to author program of the development of speediness of secondary school children (11-12 years) with priority use of athletic tools. The implementation of author program did not contradict and did not disturb general requirements according to the goal, tasks and structure of studying process that are constructed for the discipline “Physical development” for pupils from 5-9 classes of general education schools.

Statistical analysis. The data we have got are processed with the help of Microsoft Office XP programs and using the pack for statistical processing “Statistica 6”. We have calculated mean value (\(\bar{X}\)), standard deviation (±σ), and Student t-criteria.

Results and Discussion

The elaborated program fits humanistic and health strengthening direction, teaching a need in physical development of children, providing essential level of physical preparation, in particular it is the development of speediness.

The program includes exercises that are maximally effective, adapted and recommended by specialists in the direction of physical education and athletics in due to develop speediness in the process of physical preparation (Alabin, Zub, & Mishhenko, 1993; Kushmeljuk & Kushmeljuk, 2007; Semenov, Osadchenko, Macvs'kij, & Il'chenko, 2014; Mandiuk, Yaroshyk, & Litkevich, 2014). The program consists of 21 lessons during seven weeks.

The elaborated program promotes:
- Optimization of studying process using elements of innovative studying methods;
- Providing of differentiated approach according to organization of studying process, taking into account health condition, level of physical development, motor preparation and pupil’s gender, their motives and interests towards doing physical exercises;
- Speediness development, increase of level of physical preparation in general, strengthening of musculoskeletal system and improvement of physical and mental effectiveness. The experimental group includes 3 parts. The first one includes exercises, mainly with speediness orientation, the second one includes speediness exercises and speed-
power direction, the third one – exercises of general physical preparation;
- Increase of achievement level (competence) of pupils.

The specifics of author program are:
- There was determined the optimal ratio of tools with various orientations, the load range; there were chosen adequate and effective methods in due to achieve the goals using classes tools. In general, there were given 30% of tools for general physical preparation, 20% for maintaining technique of performing athletic exercises, 50% for developing of speediness and speed-power components.
- There were used a wide assortment of athletic exercises, in particular sprinter run in short distances from 10 to 60 m (in maximal tempos from different starting positions in support with hands from the wall in maximal tempo, with acceleration, “on the spot”, with variable speed in borders 70-100% out from individual possible maximal value, in eased or complicated conditions etc.). Despite the wide use of sprinter run, the program included exercises for development of speed power, speed endurance and explosive force. The reaching of tasks of general physical preparation and maintaining of technique of performing athletic exercises was partially performed using of speediness development tools and speed-power components.
- There are widely used exercises for coordination development, improvement of joint mobility, muscle elasticity, stretching of muscles, joints and tendons in preparation and closing parts of the lesson;
- A lot of chosen exercises in the program were used as the elements of various motor games or in form of relay in order to reach optimal success of studying activity. This promotes increase of emotional background of the lesson, motivation towards physical education classes, kid’s desire to improve their physical qualities and motor skills. Active games and relays, that are used in the elaborated program, answer lessons’ tasks and are performed in the main part of the lesson;
- We have created the correct psychological motivation in the process of the lesson. We have applied, for example, various competitive situations, we have chosen competitors relatively with the same weight category and level of development of motor qualities in order
to perform game elements; we have provided information about the results of performed tasks regularly etc. Such approaches provide the full realization of functional potential of pupils.

There were mainly used repetitive, interval, game and competitive methods in the elaborated program.

After the experiment the statistically reliable (p<0.05) improvement was noticed among pupils from the experimental group in the result of performing of such exercises as “30m run”, “30m run from the spot” and “run at the spot during 5sec”. The positive dynamics was noticed in the results of other control exercises, though we cannot testify that it is statistically reliable (Table 1). The results we have got during control lessons support specialists’ thoughts that children with age from 7-8 years old to 11-12 years old are best developed by motor reactions and by frequency of movements (Linec’, 1997; Shyan, 2004; Krucevich, 2008).

*Table 1 Average Values (X±σ) of Results of Control Exercises Performed by Pupils Before and After the Experiment*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Control exercises</th>
<th>CG*</th>
<th>CG**</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>EG*</th>
<th>EG**</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(n=32)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30m run (sec)</td>
<td>6.42±0.55</td>
<td>6.33±0.55</td>
<td>&gt;0.05</td>
<td>6.39±0.53</td>
<td>6.19±0.59</td>
<td>&lt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60m run (sec)</td>
<td>11.1±0.68</td>
<td>11.06±0.71</td>
<td>&gt;0.05</td>
<td>11.14±0.73</td>
<td>11.03±0.77</td>
<td>&gt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30m run from the spot (sec)</td>
<td>5.88±0.25</td>
<td>5.8±0.22</td>
<td>&gt;0.05</td>
<td>5.86±0.25</td>
<td>5.68±.26</td>
<td>&lt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>run at the spot during 5 seconds</td>
<td>20.46±1.79</td>
<td>21.1±1.62</td>
<td>&lt;0.05</td>
<td>20.47±1.78</td>
<td>22.53±1.78</td>
<td>&lt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(movements quantity)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shuttle run 4x9 m (sec)</td>
<td>12.07±0.54</td>
<td>11.9±0.56</td>
<td>&gt;0.05</td>
<td>12.09±0.59</td>
<td>11.87±0.61</td>
<td>&gt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>long jump from the place (cm)</td>
<td>150.66±15. 91</td>
<td>151.53±17.90</td>
<td>&gt;0.05</td>
<td>150.2±17.9</td>
<td>151.8±18.3</td>
<td>&gt;0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: CG* - the control group before the experiment; CG** - the control group after the experiment; EG* - the experimental group before the experiment; EG** - the experimental group after the experiment.

Even though, the studying program for general education schools (Fizichna kul'tura v shkoli: navchal'na programa, 2018) recommends to use exercise “60m run (sec)” as a control one, we see that quantitate indicators of results of performing this exercises did not change significantly neither among pupils from the EG, nor among pupils from the CG. This confirms specialists’ thoughts.
(Shyan, 2004; Khanikians, Rymar, & Konestyapin, 2020), that it is important to choose shorter distances and with a previous run up as a control exercise according to development of speediness for pupils this age. These exercises, for example, are as follows: “20m run from a spot (sec)” or even “10m run from a spot (sec)”.

As far as four out from six of control exercises, that we have used, are recommended by Studying program from Physical education for 5-9 classes of general educational establishments “Physical culture in school” (Fizichna kul'tura v shkoli: navchal'na programma, 2018), we have had an opportunity to determine change in pupils’ levels of competence.

We can see in the table 2 that quantity of pupils with high level of competence has grown after implementation of author program in such exercises: “30m run” – in the EG for 19.4%, in the CG – for 9.4%; “60m run” – in the EG for 12.9%, in the CG – just for 6.3%; “Shuttle run 4x9m” – the improvement was as in the EG so in the CG equally; “long jump from the place” – in the AG for 16.1%, in the CG the level of competence did not change.

Table 2 The Ratio of Changes of High Level of Competence by Pupils from the Experimental and Control Groups (after the experiment)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Control exercises</th>
<th>The EG pupils (%)</th>
<th>The CG pupils (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“30m run (sec)”</td>
<td>19.4 %</td>
<td>9.4 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“60m run (sec)”</td>
<td>12.9 %</td>
<td>6.3 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“shuttle run 4x9m (sec)”</td>
<td>6.5 %</td>
<td>6.3 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“long jump from the place (cm)”</td>
<td>16.1 %</td>
<td>No changes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Out from table 3 we can see that after the implementation of author program there become less pupils that demonstrate low level of competence according to results of performing such exercises: “30m run” – in the EG for 19.4%, in the CG – for 3.1’; “60m run” – in the EG for 12.9%, in the CG – for 9.4%; “shuttle run 4x9m” - in the EG for 19.4%, in the CG – for 6.3%; “long jump from the place” – no changes occurred.

Table 3 The Ratio of Changes of Low Level of Competence by Pupils from the Experimental and Control Groups (after the experiment)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exercises</th>
<th>The EG pupils (%)</th>
<th>The CG pupils (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“30m run (sec)”</td>
<td>19.4 %</td>
<td>3.1 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“60m run (sec)”</td>
<td>12.9 %</td>
<td>9.4 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“shuttle run 4x9m (sec)”</td>
<td>19.4 %</td>
<td>6.3 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“long jump from the place (cm)”</td>
<td>No changes</td>
<td>No changes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

So, the results of implementation of author program of speediness development of secondary school children (11-12 years) with the priority use of
athletic tools prove its effectiveness and suggested methods, forms and tool of speediness development in the program is expedient to implement in the process of physical education of secondary school children.

Conclusions

In the process of investigation there was theoretically and experimentally justified effectiveness of the program of speediness development by secondary school children (11-12 years old) with priority use of athletic tools.

After implementation of author program, the statistically reliable (p<0.05) improvement occurred among pupils from the experimental group according to results of performing of such exercises as “30m run (sec)”, “30m run from the spot (sec)” and “run at the spot during 5 seconds (movements quantity)”. From the contrary, the statistically significant (p<0.05) improvement among pupils from the control group occurred only according to result of performed exercise “run at the spot during 5 seconds (movements quantity)”. The quantity of pupils with high level of competence has grown after implementation of author program in the experimental group according to results of such exercises as “30m run (sec)” – for 19.4%; “long jump from the place (cm) – for 16.1%; “60m run (sec)” – for 12.9%; “shuttle run 4x9m (sec)” – for 6.5%.

The quantity of pupils from the experimental group, who demonstrated low level of competence, has decreased according to results of performing of such exercises as “30m run (sec)” – for 19.4%; “60m run (sec)” – for 12.9%; “shuttle run 4x9m (sec)” – for 19.4%. The level of competence did not change in the exercise “long jump from the place (cm)”.

The perspective of further researches might be directed to elaborate program for speediness development for secondary school girls, for pupils from special medical groups or individual programs to correct level of development of speediness and speed-power components of pupils.
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